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Dear Cboe Customers and Members of the Trading Community,                                           

 

I am pleased to announce Cboe’s acquisition of Trade Alert, a leading provider of real-time alerts and order flow analysis. 

We couldn’t be more thrilled to have Trade Alert President and Founder Henry Schwartz and his team join Cboe. Please 

read our press release for complete details.  

 

Founded in 2005, Trade Alert is a software and services company focused on the synthesis and distribution of securities 

market intelligence to financial professionals. Trade Alert’s system architecture combines proprietary software, ultra-low 

latency market data and high-performance computing to notify users of market activity and order flow dynamics relevant 

to their business in real-time. 

 

Trade Alert will integrate with Cboe Information Solutions’ comprehensive suite of data solutions, analytics and indices, 

helping you make sense of the abundance of raw market data available. Our goal is to optimize your trading experience 

by delivering Trade Alert’s real-time trade data, highly-curated market information and alerts directly to you. 

 

This acquisition is another exciting strategic development for Cboe as Trade Alert’s cutting-edge services will be additive 

and highly complementary to our previous acquisitions of Hanweck and FT Options. With the collective services of Trade 

Alert, Hanweck and FT Options, Cboe adds real-time notifications and client touchpoints, margin and capital efficiency 

tools, portfolio and event risk management, and FLEX option pricing to our arsenal of services that enhance the 

transaction life cycle.  

 

We look forward to the opportunities Trade Alert will create as we continue to deliver the products and services that 

enhance your trading experience.  Our enthusiasm is fueled by our commitment to defining markets – an active pursuit 

to bring meaningful benefits to market participants and seamless solutions to you, our valued customers.   

 

 

 
Bryan Harkins 

Executive Vice President, Head of Markets 

Cboe Global Markets 
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